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Here Be Dragons Sep 06 2020 Sharon Penman's Here Be Dragons is an absorbing historical novel of power and
betrayal, loyalty and political intrigue in thirteenth-century England, Wales and France. Thirteenth-century Wales is a
divided country, ever at the mercy of England's ruthless, power-hungry King John. Llewelyn, Prince of North Wales,
secures an uneasy truce by marrying the English king's beloved illegitimate daughter, Joanna, who slowly grows to
love her charismatic and courageous husband. But as John's attentions turn again and again to subduing Wales –
and Llewelyn – Joanna must decide where her love and loyalties truly lie. The turbulent clashes of two disparate
worlds and the destinies of the individuals caught between them spring to life in this magnificent novel of power and
passion, loyalty and lies. The book that began the trilogy that includes Falls the Shadow and The Reckoning, Here Be
Dragons brings thirteenth-century England, France, and Wales to tangled, tempestuous life.
No One Belongs Here More Than You Oct 20 2021 Presents a collection of short works featuring sympathetic
protagonists whose inherent sensitivities render them particularly vulnerable to unexpected events.
We Came Here to Forget Dec 30 2019 From the author of She Regrets Nothing, which BuzzFeed called a “sharp,
glittering story of wealth, family, and fate,” a vivid novel about a young Olympic skier who loses everything and
reinvents herself in Buenos Aires, where she meets a man keeping dark secrets of his own. Katie Cleary has always
known exactly what she wants: to be the best skier in the world. As a teenager, she leaves her home to live and train
full time with her two best friends, brothers Luke and Blair. Their wealthy father hires the best coaches money can
buy and after years of training, the three friends are the USA’s best shot at bringing home Olympic gold. But as the
upward trajectory of Katie’s elite skiing career nears its zenith, a terrifying truth about her sister becomes impossible
to ignore—one that will lay ruin not only to Katie’s career but to her family and her relationship with Luke and Blair.
With her life shattered and nothing left to lose, Katie flees the snowy mountainsides of home for Buenos Aires. There,
she reinvents herself and meets a colorful group of ex-pats and the alluring, charismatic Gianluca Fortunado, a tango
teacher with secrets of his own. This beautiful city, with its dark history and wild promise, seems like the perfect
refuge, but can she really outrun her demons? “Searing, gripping…a complicated story of sisterhood unlike any told
before” (Taylor Jenkins Reid, author of Daisy Jones & The Six), We Came Here to Forget explores what it means to
dream, to desire, to achieve—and what’s left behind after it all disappears.
From Here to Eternity Apr 01 2020 A novel of army life in the calm before Pearl Harbor: A New York Times bestseller,
a National Book Award winner, and “one of the great books of our time” (Newsday). At the Pearl Harbor army base in
1941, Robert E. Lee Prewitt is Uncle Sam’s finest bugler. A career soldier with no patience for army politics, Prewitt
becomes incensed when a commander’s favorite wins the title of First Bugler. His indignation results in a transfer to
an infantry unit whose commander is less interested in preparing for war than he is in boxing. But when Prewitt
refuses to join the company team, the commander and his sergeant decide to make the bugler’s life hell. An
American classic now available with scenes and dialogue considered unfit for publication in the 1950s, From Here to
Eternity is a stirring picture of army life in the months leading up to the attack on Pearl Harbor. This ebook features
an illustrated biography of James Jones including rare photos from the author’s estate.

Mad Honey Aug 25 2019 NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER • “Alternatingly heart-pounding and heartbreaking. This
collaboration between two best-selling authors seamlessly weaves together Olivia and Lily’s journeys, creating a
provocative exploration of the strength that love and acceptance require.”—The Washington Post GOOD MORNING
AMERICA BOOK CLUB PICK • PEOPLE’S BOOK OF THE WEEK ONE OF THE BEST BOOKS OF THE YEAR: PopSugar
Olivia McAfee knows what it feels like to start over. Her picture-perfect life—living in Boston, married to a brilliant
cardiothoracic surgeon, raising their beautiful son, Asher—was upended when her husband revealed a darker side.
She never imagined that she would end up back in her sleepy New Hampshire hometown, living in the house she
grew up in and taking over her father’s beekeeping business. Lily Campanello is familiar with do-overs, too. When
she and her mom relocate to Adams, New Hampshire, for her final year of high school, they both hope it will be a
fresh start. And for just a short while, these new beginnings are exactly what Olivia and Lily need. Their paths cross
when Asher falls for the new girl in school, and Lily can’t help but fall for him, too. With Ash, she feels happy for the
first time. Yet at times, she wonders if she can trust him completely. . . . Then one day, Olivia receives a phone call:
Lily is dead, and Asher is being questioned by the police. Olivia is adamant that her son is innocent. But she would
be lying if she didn’t acknowledge the flashes of his father’s temper in Ash, and as the case against him unfolds, she
realizes he’s hidden more than he’s shared with her. Mad Honey is a riveting novel of suspense, an unforgettable
love story, and a moving and powerful exploration of the secrets we keep and the risks we take in order to become
ourselves.
Nowhere But Here Sep 26 2019 "A contemporary romance novel set in Chicago and Napa Valley"-Not Here To Be Liked Mar 01 2020 Falling in love wasn't part of the plan.Eliza Quan fully expects to be voted the next
editor-in-chief of her school paper. She works hard, she respects the facts, and she has the most experience. Len
DiMartile is an injured star baseball player who seems to have joined the paper just to have something to do.
Naturally, the staff picks Len to be their next leader. Because while they may respect Eliza, they don't particularly like
her - but right now, Eliza is not here to be liked. She's here to win.But someone does like Eliza. A lot.Shame it's the
boy standing in the way of her becoming editor-in-chief....
Here and Now and Then Mar 13 2021 A Goodreads Choice Awards 2019 Semifinalist One of BookBub’s Best Science
Fiction Books of 2019 One of Book Riot’s Best Books of 2019 So Far One of The Nerd Daily’s Best Debut Novels of
2019 Featured in The Millions “A Year in Reading” One of Entropy’s Best Fiction Books of 2019 He’ll go anywhere
and any when to save his daughter Kin Stewart is an everyday family man: working in IT, trying to keep the spark in
his marriage, struggling to connect with his teenage daughter. But his current life is a far cry from his previous
career…as a time-traveling secret agent from over a century in the future. Stranded in suburban San Francisco since
the 1990s after a botched mission, Kin has kept his past hidden from everyone around him, until one afternoon, his
“rescue” team arrives—eighteen years too late. Their mission: return Kin to 2142, where he’s been gone only weeks,
not years, and where another family is waiting for him. A family he can’t remember. Torn between two lives, Kin’s
desperate efforts to stay connected to both will threaten to destroy the agency and even history itself. With his
daughter’s very existence at risk, he will have to take one final trip to save her—even if it means breaking all the rules
of time travel in the process. “Heartfelt and thrilling… Chen’s concept is unique, and [his characters’] agony is deeply
moving. Quick pacing, complex characters, and a fascinating premise.”—Publishers Weekly, starred review
All You Touch Oct 08 2020 He was the best thing that ever happened to him...in the worst way. West Balkany lived
his life by one rule: make your own luck. And that means fighting his slum lord when his building starts falling apart,
forcing himself to finish school no matter how much he wants to quit, and most importantly, never do something as
stupid as falling in love. Unfortunately, that last part isn't so easy when his gorgeous one-night-stand who dragged
him into a bar supply closet and made him see god, keeps turning up everywhere he goes. But he doesn't have time
for Jake-no matter how much he wants to. His father's health is failing, his deli is barely getting by, and now he's
facing a massive legal suit against Larsen Property Management for trying to kick everyone out into the streets. He
also knows that Jake is hiding something, and he's pretty sure whatever it is, it's enough to turn his life upside down.
But Jake also makes him want to try, and that's what scares him the most. Jakob Larsen spent his life running from
the man his father always wanted him to be, but that all comes to a stop when the man announced he was leaving
LPM. He finally has a chance to prove to both his brother and to St. James that he can turn Larsen Property
Management around and do something good for the people his father has been tormenting all these years. The
problem is, he's just not quite sure how, when no one trusts him to do the right thing. And it doesn't help that Jakob
has found himself distracted, falling for a gorgeous, stoic deli owner who has no idea who he really is. All Jakob has
ever wanted was to be truly loved, but now that he's found the one person he could see himself growing old with, he
has to face the truth: everything they have is based on a lie. Will he ever be a man worthy of forgiveness, or will he
have to face the fact that everything he touches turns to dust? All You Touch is the second book in the low-angst,
humorous, steamy series, Love Starts Here. It contains no cheating, and a happily ever after.
Hello (From Here) Nov 08 2020 A heartfelt, witty, and thought-provoking YA love story about two teens who fall for
each other while forced apart during quarantine, written by two New York Times bestselling authors, and for fans of
Five Feet Apart, Anna and the French Kiss, and My Life Next Door Maxine and Jonah meet in the canned goods aisle
just as California is going into lockdown. Max’s part-time job as a personal grocery shopper is about to transform
into a hellish gauntlet. Jonah’s preexisting anxiety is about to become an epic daily struggle. As Max and Jonah get
to know each other through FaceTime dates, socially distanced playground hangs, and the escalating heartbreaks of

the pandemic, they’re pushed apart by what they don’t share and pulled closer by what they do. As thoughtful,
probing, and informed as it is buoyant, romantic, and funny, Hello (From Here) cuts across differences in class,
privilege, and mental health, all thrown into stark relief by the COVID-19 pandemic. Here’s a novel that looks at the
first two months of the quarantine, and adds falling in love to the mess. "Hello (From Here) isn't just a book about the
pandemic." —PopSugar "It's also a funny, poignant romcom about the unpredictability of love in chaotic times. . . .
Excellent." —BCCB * "Satisfyingly banter-filled." —PW, starred review “Sweet . . . Effectively rendered.” —Kirkus
"Realistic." —SLJ "Not your typical romantic comedy, [it's] a timely update of the genre." —Booklist "Witty, entertaining
. . . endearing and relatable.” —Common Sense Media "An unputdownable story that YA readers will adore.” —Brightly
“Funny, romantic, and eerily familiar.” —author Kelly Loy Gilbert “Witty, hilarious, heart-filled, and romantic.” —author
Jeff Zentner "In a category of its own. . . . Wonderful.” —Postmedia
The Things That Keep Us Here Jan 29 2020 Everything seems quiet on Ann Brooks’s suburban cul-de-sac. Despite
her impending divorce, she’s created a happy home and her daughters are adjusting to the change. She feels lucky
to be in a supportive community and confident that she can handle any other hardship that life may throw her way.
But then, right before Thanksgiving, a crisis strikes that turns everybody’s world upside down. Suddenly her
estranged husband is forced back onto her doorstep, bringing with him his beautiful graduate assistant. Trapped
inside the house she once called home, confronted by challenges she never could have imagined, Ann must make
life-or-death decisions in an environment where the simple act of opening a door to a neighbor could jeopardize all
she holds dear. The choices she makes will impact the lives of those around her irrevocably and linger in the
reader’s memory in this marvelous first novel, written with authority, grace, and wisdom. BONUS: This edition
contains a The Things That Keep Us Here discussion guide.
Glad You're Here Oct 27 2019 When Craig Cooper and Walker Hayes met, Walker was an alcoholic atheist reeling
from the backlash of a failed music career. Through their unlikely friendship, Craig’s life demonstrated the love of
Christ in a way that shattered Walker’s misconceptions of Christianity, ultimately leading him down the path to a
dramatic conversion. The two are now close as brothers, choosing to be next-door neighbors and ripped out the
fence between their homes as a testament to the power of the gospel to break down barriers and unite people
together in Christ. Glad You’re Here helps us discover how building relationships, sacrificing for the good of others,
and drawing near in times of need can lead to powerful transformation. Through story and biblical reflections, Glad
You’re Here helps readers see how God works in the everyday lives of those who love him.
It's Not All Downhill From Here May 03 2020 NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER • After a sudden change of plans, a
remarkable woman and her loyal group of friends try to figure out what she’s going to do with the rest of her
life—from Terry McMillan, the bestselling author of How Stella Got Her Groove Back and Waiting to Exhale NAMED
ONE OF THE BEST BOOKS OF THE YEAR BY MARIE CLAIRE AND GOOD HOUSEKEEPING • “Poignant, funny and
full of life, this is a balm for troubled times.”—People Loretha Curry’s life is full. A little crowded sometimes, but full
indeed. On the eve of her sixty-eighth birthday, she has a booming beauty-supply empire, a gaggle of lifelong friends,
and a husband whose moves still surprise. True, she’s carrying a few more pounds than she should be, but Loretha
is not one of those women who think her best days are behind her—and she’s determined to prove wrong her mother,
her twin sister, and everyone else with that outdated view of aging wrong. It’s not all downhill from here. But when an
unexpected loss turns her world upside down, Loretha will have to summon all her strength, resourcefulness, and
determination to keep on thriving, pursue joy, heal old wounds, and chart new paths. With a little help from her
friends, of course.
Hope Was Here Sep 18 2021 Readers fell in love with teenage waitress Hope Yancey when Joan Bauer’s Newbery
Honor–winning novel was published ten years ago. Now, with a terrific new jacket and note from the author, Hope’s
story will inspire a new group of teen readers.
Nowhere but Here Dec 10 2020 An unforgettable new series from acclaimed author Katie McGarry about taking risks,
opening your heart and ending up in a place you never imagined possible Seventeen-year-old Emily likes her life the
way it is: doting parents, good friends, good school in a safe neighborhood. Sure, she's curious about her biological
father—the one who chose life in a motorcycle club, the Reign of Terror, over being a parent—but that doesn't mean
she wants to be a part of his world. But when a reluctant visit turns into an extended summer vacation among
relatives she never knew she had, one thing becomes clear: nothing is what it seems. Not the club, not her secretkeeping father and not Oz, a guy with suck-me-in blue eyes who can help her understand them both. Oz wants one
thing: to join the Reign of Terror. They're the good guys. They protect people. They're…family. And while Emily—the
gorgeous and sheltered daughter of the club's most respected member—is in town, he's gonna prove it to her. So
when her father asks him to keep her safe from a rival club with a score to settle, Oz knows it's his shot at his dream.
What he doesn't count on is that Emily just might turn that dream upside down. No one wants them to be together.
But sometimes the right person is the one you least expect, and the road you fear the most is the one that leads you
home. Look for Katie McGarry’s latest poignant and thrilling title in her Thunder Road series, Walk the Edge.
Wish You Were Here Aug 30 2022 "You know when you're looking at someone and you can't help but smile at how
oblivious they are to their own charm? That's what was happening to me, and it was making me feel...happy.
Euphoric. Something indescribable. It was like we already knew each other, like we had met in a previous life.
Memories that didn't exist began exploding in my mind like fireworks."-Here Goes Nothing Jan 23 2022 A GUARDIAN SATURDAY MAGAZINE, TIMES SATURDAY REVIEW and IRISH TIMES

"Book of 2022" pick A firecracker of a novel by the Booker-shortlisted author of A Fraction of the Whole - a scathingly
funny and affecting tale of life, death, love and the questionable existence of God. Angus Mooney is not happy - he's
been murdered, cut off in the prime of his life. He feels humiliated - he's never even believed in an afterlife. (How
wrong he'd been). He's confused - death has provided more questions than answers. And he desperately misses his
audacious and fiery wife, Gracie, who's expecting their first child. The only upside is that Angus has found a way to
see what his murderer is up to, and how Gracie is faring. The downside: Gracie and his murderer are getting
uncomfortably close, and a worldwide pandemic means the afterlife is about to get very crowded . . . 'What a joy to
surrender oneself to a writer of such prodigious talent' Peter Carey
You Were Never Really Here Feb 09 2021 Now a major motion picture starring Joaquin Phoenix, You Were Never
Really Here is a gritty, harrowing story of corruption and one man's violent quest for vengeance. Joe has witnessed
things that cannot be erased. A former FBI agent and Marine, his abusive childhood has left him damaged beyond
repair. He has completely withdrawn from the world and earns his living rescuing girls who have been kidnapped into
the sex trade. When he's hired to save the daughter of a corrupt New York senator held captive at a Manhattan
brothel, he stumbles into a dangerous web of conspiracy, and he pays the price. As Joe's small web of associates are
picked off one by one, he realizes that he has no choice but to take the fight to the men who want him dead. Brutal
and redemptive in equal measure, You Were Never Really Here is a toxic shot of a thriller, laced with corruption,
revenge and the darkest of inner demons.
When He's Not Here May 15 2021 'A proper mind-blowing page-turner' - ELIZABETH HAYNES Eva can save herself
and her unborn child … by shooting the love of her life. Could you? Will she? It’s time to find out. Audiobook narrated
by the star of stage and screen EMILIA FOX. Eva has made a catastrophic mistake. Her career is in tatters. By day,
she's tormented by tremors, nosebleeds and blackouts. By night, her violent dreams leave her shaken. They should.
They hold a devastating secret. The truth is more terrifying than her nightmares. Confronting it demands an
unthinkable choice. Eva would kill for a baby. Now she may have to. She has six seconds. Pick ONE: Your
HUSBAND? Or your CHILD? What readers are saying about WHEN HE'S NOT HERE: “Just when you think you've got
it all figured out...wow! I totally didn't see that coming. A fantastic debut novel, I can't wait for the next one!” ?????
“Utterly enthralling! One of the best suspense/thriller books I have ever listened to. Probably Emilia Fox's best
narration!” ????? “Fantastic Story! Loved this book. Such an original idea and so well written. Strong interesting
characters weaved so well into the story. It’s also very well narrated and I can’t wait for the next book by this author.
A fantastic debut novel!” ????? “Grabbed me around the throat from the very first killer sentence and continued to
grip me all the way to its immensely satisfying ending.” ????? The gripping DEBUT psychological thriller of 2020 with
a jaw-dropping twist. For fans of Behind Her Eyes, Before I Go To Sleep and Gone Girl.
Here & Hereafter Jun 03 2020 From Tyler Henry, celebrated medium, comes the ultimate self-help guide detailing the
insights the departed have communicated about how to live our best, most meaningful lives. Do you want to live
more meaningfully, and in turn fulfill your life’s potential? Do you want to have the capability to transform your life
and make it infinitely better, by paying attention to what those who have lived and died have come to understand
about the meaning of life itself? As one of the world’s most accomplished mediums, Tyler Henry has had thousands
of communications with those who’ve already gone through humanity’s final frontier: physical death. The life
lessons he’s learned from those conversations have been truly transformative. In Here & Hereafter Tyler explains
that by listening and learning from the departed, following their guidance, and paying attention to what they might
have done differently, we can get more fulfillment and purpose from our own lives. Here & Hereafter will shed light on
the most powerful understandings Tyler has gained from modern day mediumship—and explain how those
understandings can lead us to live a more meaningful life.
The Girls Are All So Nice Here Apr 13 2021 A USA TODAY Best Book of 2021 Two former best friends return to their
college reunion to find that they’re being circled by someone who wants revenge for what they did ten years
before—and will stop at nothing to get it—in this “propulsive” (Megan Miranda, bestselling author of The Girl from
Widow Hills) psychological thriller. A lot has changed in years since Ambrosia Wellington graduated from college,
and she’s worked hard to create a new life for herself. But then an invitation to her ten-year reunion arrives in the
mail, along with an anonymous note that reads, “We need to talk about what we did that night.” It seems that the
secrets of Ambrosia’s past—and the people she thought she’d left there—aren’t as buried as she believed. Amb can’t
stop fixating on what she did or who she did it with: larger-than-life Sloane “Sully” Sullivan, Amb’s former best
friend, who could make anyone do anything. At the reunion, Amb and Sully receive increasingly menacing messages,
and it becomes clear that they’re being pursued by someone who wants more than just the truth of what happened
that first semester. This person wants revenge for what they did and the damage they caused—the extent of which
Amb is only now fully understanding. And it was all because of the game they played to get a boy who belonged to
someone else and the girl who paid the price. Alternating between the reunion and Amb’s freshman year, The Girls
Are All So Nice Here is a “chilling and twisty thriller” (Book Riot) about the brutal lengths girls can go to get what
they think they’re owed, and what happens when the games we play in college become matters of life and death.
Fall to You Jul 17 2021 Torn between two men… When I woke up after the accident, I couldn’t remember anything
from the last year—including my relationship with Max Hallowell or anything about Nate Crane. Now my memories are
returning, but instead of answering my questions, they’re leaving me with more. The man who broke my heart and
wants to be my future… Max is all I ever wanted, and now he wants to marry me. He’ll do everything he can to fill my

life with love, family, and security. I need those things now more than ever. But can I trust him? The man who stole
my heart and wants to let me go… Nate never made me promises, and I never asked him to. I’d been on the rebound,
looking for a distraction, and he made me feel beautiful and wanted when I needed to feel those things most. He says
he has to let me go, but what if I can’t let go of him? With every revelation and every passing day, I feel more like
Alice down the rabbit hole. I’m falling. Who will catch me? Fall to You is the second book in the Here and Now series.
It is not a stand-alone and is intended to be read following Lost in Me. Hanna’s story concludes in book three, All for
This, coming in August. Here and Now, A New Hope Series: Lost in Me Fall to You All for This Discover More Books
in the Sexy and Emotional New Hope Trilogy: Unbreak Me (Maggie’s story) Wish I May (William and Cally’s story)
Stolen Wishes (A Wish I May Novella)
Neither Here, Nor There May 27 2022 Bill Bryson’s first travel book, The Lost Continent, was unanimously acclaimed
as one of the funniest books in years. In Neither Here nor There he brings his unique brand of humour to bear on
Europe as he shoulders his backpack, keeps a tight hold on his wallet, and journeys from Hammerfest, the
northernmost town on the continent, to Istanbul on the cusp of Asia. Fluent in, oh, at least one language, he retraces
his travels as a student twenty years before. Whether braving the homicidal motorists of Paris, being robbed by
gypsies in Florence, attempting not to order tripe and eyeballs in a German restaurant or window-shopping in the sex
shops of the Reeperbahn, Bryson takes in the sights, dissects the culture and illuminates each place and person with
his hilariously caustic observations. He even goes to Liechtenstein.
You Belong Here Now Jun 15 2021 “It’s so hard to believe that this is a debut novel! It’s an historic novel. Talk about
hitting me on so many good points.” –John Busbee, The Culture Buzz, weekly on www.KFMG.org “Set against the
harsh backdrop of Montana, You Belong Here Now is a novel as straightforward and powerful as the characters who
populate it. I love this book, and I guarantee you won’t find a finer debut work anywhere.” — William Kent Krueger,
New York Times bestselling author of This Tender Land “You Belong Here Now distills the essence of the American
spirit in this uplifting story. Perfect for book clubs looking to discuss the true meaning of family.” — Kathleen
Grissom, New York Times bestselling author of The Kitchen House In this brilliant debut reminiscent of William Kent
Krueger's This Tender Land and Lisa Wingate's Before We Were Yours, three orphans journey westward from New
York City to the Big Sky Country of Montana, hoping for a better life where beautiful wild horses roam free. Montana
1925: Three brave kids from New York board the orphan train headed west. An Irish boy who lost his whole family to
Spanish flu, a tiny girl who won’t talk, and a volatile young man who desperately needs to escape Hell’s Kitchen.
They are paraded on platforms across the Midwest to work-worn folks and journey countless miles, racing the sun
westward. Before they reach the last rejection and stop, the kids come up with a daring plan, and they set off toward
the Yellowstone River and grassy mountains where the wild horses roam. Fate guides them toward the ranch of a
family stricken by loss. Broken and unable to outrun their pasts in New York, the family must do the unthinkable in
order to save them. Nara, the daughter of a successful cattleman, has grown into a brusque spinster who refuses the
kids on sight. She’s worked hard to gain her father’s respect and hopes to run their operation, but if the kids stay,
she’ll be stuck in the kitchen. Nara works them without mercy, hoping they’ll run off, but they buck up and show
spirit, and though Nara will never be motherly, she begins to take to them. So, when Charles is jailed for freeing wild
horses that were rounded up for slaughter, and an abusive mother from New York shows up to take the youngest,
Nara does the unthinkable, risking everything she holds dear to change their lives forever. “From the moment the
reader steps on the train with these orphaned children, You Belong Here Now shows how beauty can emerge from
even the darkest places.” —Erika Robuck, national bestselling author of Hemingway’s Girl “Rostad’s bighearted
debut is full of surprises, and warm with wisdom about what it means to be family.” —Meg Waite Clayton, New York
Times bestselling author of The Last Train to London
All Good People Here Nov 01 2022 #1 NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER • In the propulsive debut novel from the host
of the #1 true crime podcast Crime Junkie, a journalist uncovers her hometown’s dark secrets when she becomes
obsessed with the unsolved murder of her childhood neighbor—and the disappearance of another girl twenty years
later. You can’t ever know for sure what happens behind closed doors. Everyone from Wakarusa, Indiana,
remembers the infamous case of January Jacobs, who was discovered in a ditch hours after her family awoke to find
her gone. Margot Davies was six at the time, the same age as January—and they were next-door neighbors. In the
twenty years since, Margot has grown up, moved away, and become a big-city journalist. But she’s always been
haunted by the feeling that it could’ve been her. And the worst part is, January’s killer has never been brought to
justice. When Margot returns home to help care for her uncle after he is diagnosed with early-onset dementia, she
feels like she’s walked into a time capsule. Wakarusa is exactly how she remembers—genial, stifled, secretive. Then
news breaks about five-year-old Natalie Clark from the next town over, who’s gone missing under circumstances
eerily similar to January’s. With all the old feelings rushing back, Margot vows to find Natalie and to solve January’s
murder once and for all. But the police, Natalie’s family, the townspeople—they all seem to be hiding something. And
the deeper Margot digs into Natalie’s disappearance, the more resistance she encounters, and the colder January’s
case feels. Could January’s killer still be out there? Is it the same person who took Natalie? And what will it cost to
finally discover what truly happened that night twenty years ago? Twisty, chilling, and intense, All Good People Here
is a searing tale that asks: What are your neighbors capable of when they think no one is watching?
12 Bytes Jul 05 2020 'Joins the dots in a neglected narrative of female scientists, visionaries and code-breakers'
Observer How is artificial intelligence changing the way we live and love? Now with a new chapter, this is the eye-

opening book from Sunday Times bestselling author Jeanette Winterson. Drawing on her years of thinking and
reading about AI, Jeanette Winterson looks to history, religion, myth, literature, politics and, of course, computer
science to help us understand the radical changes to the way we live and love that are happening now. With wit,
compassion and curiosity, Winterson tackles AI's most interesting talking points - from the weirdness of backing up
your brain and the connections between humans and non-human helpers to whether it's time to leave planet Earth.
'Very funny... A kind of comparative mythology, where the hype and ideology of cutting-edge tech is read through the
lens of far older stories' Spectator 'Refreshingly optimistic' Guardian
All the Devils Are Here Apr 25 2022 'She makes most of her competitors seem like wannabes' THE TIMES 'Louise
Penny is one of the greatest crime writers of our times' DENISE MINA Louise Penny's much loved hero confronts a
dark plot lurking beneath the elegant facades of Paris - lose yourself in the breathtaking new crime thriller by the #1
bestselling author ___________________ On their first night in Paris, the Gamaches gather for a family dinner with
Armand's godfather, the billionaire Stephen Horowitz. But the evening ends in horror when Stephen is knocked down
and critically injured in what Armand is convinced is no accident, but a deliberate attempt on an elderly man's life.
When a strange key is found in Stephen's possession it sends Armand on a desperate search for the truth that will
take him from the top of the Tour Eiffel, to the bowels of the Paris Archives. And as Armand begins to uncover the
secrets his godfather has kept hidden for decades, he finds himself ensnared in a web of lies and deceit that
threatens to destroy everything - and everyone - he holds dear. For even the City of Light casts long shadows. And in
that darkness devils hide . . . __________________ Praise for the award-winning Chief Inspector Armand Gamache
series: 'Gamache has become to Canada what Hercule Poirot is to Belgium' The New York Times 'The series is deep
and grand and altogether extraordinary . . . Miraculous' Washington Post 'Fascinating characters, a twisty plot and
wonderful surprise endings' Ann Cleeves 'Supremely satisfying' Observer
If I Ever Get Out of Here Jan 11 2021 Lewis "Shoe" Blake is used to the joys and difficulties of life on the Tuscarora
Indian reservation in 1975: the joking, the Fireball games, the snow blowing through his roof. What he's not used to is
white people being nice to him -- people like George Haddonfield, whose family recently moved to town with the Air
Force. As the boys connect through their mutual passion for music, especially the Beatles, Lewis has to lie more and
more to hide the reality of his family's poverty from George. He also has to deal with the vicious Evan Reininger, who
makes Lewis the special target of his wrath. But when everyone else is on Evan's side, how can he be defeated? And
if George finds out the truth about Lewis's home -- will he still be his friend? Acclaimed adult author Eric Gansworth
makes his YA debut with this wry and powerful novel about friendship, memory, and the joy of rock 'n' roll.
You Are Here Aug 06 2020 The story of the rise of modern navigation technology, from radio location to GPS—and the
consequent decline of privacy What does it mean to never get lost? You Are Here examines the rise of our
technologically aided era of navigational omniscience—or how we came to know exactly where we are at all times. In a
sweeping history of the development of location technology in the past century, Bray shows how radio signals
created to carry telegraph messages were transformed into invisible beacons to guide ships and how a set of rapidlyspinning wheels steered submarines beneath the polar icecap. But while most of these technologies were developed
for and by the military, they are now ubiquitous in our everyday lives. Our phones are now smart enough to pinpoint
our presence to within a few feet—and nosy enough to share that information with governments and corporations.
Filled with tales of scientists and astronauts, inventors and entrepreneurs, You Are Here tells the story of how
humankind ingeniously solved one of its oldest and toughest problems—only to herald a new era in which it's
impossible to hide.
Here With Me Nov 20 2021 Settled in the tranquil remoteness of the Scottish Highlands, Ardnoch Estate caters to the
rich and famous. It is as unattainable and as mysterious as its owner -ex-Hollywood leading man Lachlan Adair-and
it's poised on the edge of a dark scandal. After narrowly escaping death, police officer Robyn Penhaligon leaves
behind her life in Boston in search of some answers. Starting with Mac Galbraith, the Scottish father who abandoned
her to pursue his career in private security. To re-connect with Mac, Robyn will finally meet a man she's long
resented. Lachlan Adair. Hostility instantly brews between Robyn and Lachlan. She thinks the head of the Adair
family is high-handed and self-important. And finding closure with Mac is proving more difficult than she ever
imagined. Robyn would sooner leave Ardnoch, but when she discovers Mac is embroiled in a threat against the
Adairs and the exclusive members of the estate, she finds she's not yet ready to give up on her father. Determined to
ensure Mac's safety, Robyn investigates the disturbing crimes at Ardnoch, forcing her and Lachlan to spend time
together. Soon it becomes clear a searing attraction exists beneath their animosity, and temptation leads them down
a perilous path. While they discover they are connected by something far more addictive than passion, Lachlan
cannot let go of his grip on a painful past: a past that will destroy his future ... if the insidious presence of an enemy
lurking in the shadows of Ardnoch doesn't do the job first.
You Are Here Feb 21 2022 Cut through the busyness and anxieties of daily life to discover the simple happiness of
living in the present moment, as taught by a world-renowned Zen monk In this book, Thich Nhat Hanh—Zen monk,
author, and meditation master—distills the essence of Buddhist thought and practice, emphasizing the power of
mindfulness to transform our lives. But true mindfulness, Hanh explains, is not an escape. It is being in the present
moment, totally alive and free. Based on a retreat that Thich Nhat Hanh led for Westerners, You Are Here offers a
range of effective practices for cultivating mindfulness and staying in the present moment—including awareness of
breathing and walking, deep listening, and skillful speech. These teachings will empower you to witness the wonder

of life and transform your suffering, both within and outside you, into compassion, tenderness, and peace. As Thich
Nhat Hanh declares, “the energy of mindfulness is the energy of the Buddha, and it can be produced by anybody.” It
is as simple as breathing in and breathing out.
Here's to Us Mar 25 2022 Three romantic rivals in one crowded house equals plenty of room for jealousy in this
surprising and heartwarming story from New York Times bestselling author Elin Hilderbrand. Laurel Thorpe, Belinda
Rowe, and Scarlett Oliver share only two things; a love for the man they all married, Deacon Thorpe--a celebrity chef
with an insatiable appetite for life--and a passionate dislike of one another. All three are remarkable, spirited women,
but they couldn't be more different. Laurel: Deacon's high school sweetheart and an effortlessly beautiful social
worker; Belinda: a high-maintenance Hollywood diva; and Scarlett: a sexy southern belle floating by on her family
money and her fabulous looks. They've established a delicate understanding over the years--they avoid each other at
all costs. But their fragile detente threatens to come crashing down after Deacon's tragic death on his favorite place
on earth: a ramshackle Nantucket summer cottage. Deacon's final wish was for his makeshift family to assemble on
his beloved Nantucket to say good-bye. Begrudgingly, Laurel, Belinda, and Scarlett gather on the island as once
again, as in each of their marriages, they're left to pick up Deacon's mess. Now they're trapped in the crowded
cottage where they all made their own memories--a house that they now share in more ways than one--along with the
children they raised with Deacon, and his best friend. Laurel, Belinda, and Scarlett each had an unbreakable bond
with Deacon--and they all have secrets to hide. Before the weekend is over, there are enough accusations, lies, tears,
and drama to turn even the best of friends--let alone three women who married the same man--into adversaries. As
his unlikely family says good-bye to the man who brought them together--for better or worse--will they be able to put
aside their differences long enough to raise a glass in Deacon's honor?
From Here to You Jul 25 2019 One woman must decide whether she can trust a complete stranger to protect her and
unborn child from the threats of her past in this "touching modern romance" from the author of the #1 New York
Times bestseller Beautiful Disaster (Library Journal). Named one of the "Best Romance Books of 2018" by Bookbub!
As Darby Dixon sits in a tiny Texas church bathroom on her wedding day holding a positive pregnancy test, she
realizes that marrying her fiance would be the worst decision of her life. She's never been very good at standing up
for herself, but she'll sure as hell stand up for her baby. With very little cash and a ton of courage, she flees town to
take a new name and start a new life. As a Marine, Scott "Trex" Trexler worked in the most treacherous, corrupt, wartorn places on earth. With his new top-secret security job, he finally has a chance to return to the one place he's felt
at peace: Colorado Springs, Colorado. The moment Trex checks in at the hotel where she's working, Darby knows
he's dangerous. He may want her to think he's another hotshot firefighter, along with all the others battling the nearby
mountain blaze, but something doesn't add up. No way will she get involved with another man she can't fully trust and Trex clearly isn't telling her everything. As Darby's ex gets closer and closer to finding her, both she and Trex will
soon find out that what you don't know really can hurt you. "This love story is raw, brilliant, and gives women hope in
the impossible. Nothing is more precious than that." --Audrey Carlan, #1 New York Times bestselling author "Jamie
McGuire writes with no holds barred ... real and addictive." --USA Today "Heartfelt emotions, serious social concerns
and exceptional character development result in a touching modern romance with inspirational overtones; a sure
winner." --Library Journal
You Ain't Seen Nothing Yeti! Aug 18 2021 The second book in this fabulously funny series by bestselling author
Steven Butler and the wonderful Steven Lenton! Having just saved the hotel from a goblin prince, Frankie Banister
and the guests are looking forward to enjoying themselves and celebrating the summer holiday of Trogmanay! But
when a snow storm blows in (complete with Yeti family), and a number of mysterious guests arrive, something
sinister seems to be taking over the hotel and celebrating is the last thing on anyone’s mind… PRAISE FOR THE
NOTHING TO SEE HERE HOTEL: 'This book is so good you won't blunking believe it!' Tom Fletcher 'Hilariously funny
and inventive, and I love the extraordinary creatures and the one thirty-sixth troll protagonist...' Cressida Cowell 'A riproaring, swashbuckling, amazerous magical adventure. Comedy Gold.' Francesca Simon ‘This hotel gets five stars
from me’ Liz Pichon 'A splundishly swashbungling tale of trolls, goblins and other bonejangling creatures. Put on
your wellies and plunge into the strangest hotel you will ever encounter. This is a hotel I hope I never find!
Wonderfully, disgustingly funny.' Jeremy Strong ‘What a fun hotel! Book me in immediately!’ Kaye Umansky
What Are You Doing Here? Nov 28 2019 Baroness Floella Benjamin is an inspiration, an actress and much-loved
children’s television presenter who is a member of the House of Lords. But how did the girl from Trinidad end up
lunching with the Queen? In What Are You Doing Here? Floella describes arriving in London as a child, part of the
Windrush generation, and the pain caused by the racism she encountered every day. It was offset by the love of her
parents, who gave her the pride in her heritage, self-belief and confidence that have carried her through life. From
winning a role in groundbreaking musical Hair (while clearly stating she would not take her clothes off) to breaking
down barriers on Play School, from refusing to be typecast in roles to speaking out for diversity at the BBC and
BAFTA, she has remained true to herself. She also reveals how she met husband Keith, became a mother of two, was
befriended by Kenneth Williams, hugged President Obama, and found a purpose that would underpin everything she
did – campaigning for the needs of children. Sharing the lessons she has learned, imbued with her joy and positivity,
this autobiography is the moving testimony of a remarkable woman.
New from Here Jun 27 2022 An instant #1 New York Times bestseller! This “timely and compelling” (Kirkus Reviews)
middle grade novel about courage, hope, and resilience follows an Asian American boy fighting to keep his family

together and stand up to racism during the initial outbreak of the coronavirus. When the coronavirus hits Hong Kong,
ten-year-old Knox Wei-Evans’s mom makes the last-minute decision to move him and his siblings back to California,
where they think they will be safe. Suddenly, Knox has two days to prepare for an international move—and for leaving
his dad, who has to stay for work. At his new school in California, Knox struggles with being the new kid. His
classmates think that because he’s from Asia, he must have brought over the virus. At home, Mom just got fired and
is panicking over the loss of health insurance, and Dad doesn’t even know when he’ll see them again, since the
flights have been cancelled. And everyone struggles with Knox’s blurting-things-out problem. As racism skyrockets
during COVID-19, Knox tries to stand up to hate, while finding his place in his new country. Can you belong if you’re
feared; can you protect if you’re new? And how do you keep a family together when you’re oceans apart?
Sometimes when the world is spinning out of control, the best way to get through it is to embrace our own lovable
uniqueness.
Here to Stay Dec 22 2021 "Mark Edwards always delivers! Taut, gripping, scary and original - a fabulous
read!"--Robert Bryndza, #1 Wall Street Journal bestselling author A beautiful home. A loving wife. And in-laws to die
for. Gemma Robinson comes into Elliot's life like a whirlwind, and they marry and settle into his home. When she
asks him if her parents can come to stay for a couple of weeks, he is keen to oblige - he just doesn't quite know what
he's signing up for. The Robinsons arrive with Gemma's sister, Chloe, a mysterious young woman who refuses to
speak or leave her room. Elliot starts to suspect that the Robinsons are hiding a dark secret. And then there are the
scars on his wife's body that she won't talk about . . . As Elliot's in-laws become more comfortable in his home,
encroaching on all aspects of his life, it becomes clear that they have no intention of moving out. To protect Gemma,
and their marriage, Elliot delves into the Robinsons' past. But is he prepared for the truth? From the two million copy
bestselling author comes a tale about the chilling consequences of welcoming strangers into your home.
All Adults Here Sep 30 2022 AN INSTANT NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER A TODAY SHOW #ReadWithJenna BOOK
CLUB PICK! "In a time when all we want is hope, it’s a beautiful book to reach for." -Jenna Bush Hager "Brimming
with kindness, forgiveness, humor and love and yet (magically) also a page turner that held me captive until it was
finished. This is Emma Straub's absolute best and the world will love it. I love it." —Ann Patchett “An immensely
charming and warmhearted book. It’s a vacation for the soul.”—Vox A warm, funny, and keenly perceptive novel about
the life cycle of one family--as the kids become parents, grandchildren become teenagers, and a matriarch confronts
the legacy of her mistakes. From the New York Times bestselling author of Modern Lovers and The Vacationers, and
the forthcoming novel This Time Tomorrow. When Astrid Strick witnesses a school bus accident in the center of
town, it jostles loose a repressed memory from her young parenting days decades earlier. Suddenly, Astrid realizes
she was not quite the parent she thought she'd been to her three, now-grown children. But to what consequence?
Astrid's youngest son is drifting and unfocused, making parenting mistakes of his own. Her daughter is pregnant yet
struggling to give up her own adolescence. And her eldest seems to measure his adult life according to standards no
one else shares. But who gets to decide, so many years later, which long-ago lapses were the ones that mattered?
Who decides which apologies really count? It might be that only Astrid's thirteen-year-old granddaughter and her
new friend really understand the courage it takes to tell the truth to the people you love the most. In All Adults Here,
Emma Straub's unique alchemy of wisdom, humor, and insight come together in a deeply satisfying story about adult
siblings, aging parents, high school boyfriends, middle school mean girls, the lifelong effects of birth order, and all
the other things that follow us into adulthood, whether we like them to or not.
Here, There and Everywhere Jun 23 2019 Isabella Coleman wasn’t looking for love when she attended her cousin
Wade’s wedding in Boston, but she hadn’t counted on the bride’s father, Cabot Lodge. He’s older, wiser and one of
the most handsome, charming and funny men she’s ever met. Izzie is instantly smitten, and after a wonderful time at
the wedding, she’s certain she’ll hear from Cabot again soon. But she doesn’t hear a word from him until she’s
back in Boston and invites him to dinner. After yet another fantastic time together, she’s once again optimistic—and
once again disappointed when she gets nothing but silence from him. Cabot has his reasons for keeping his
distance. After his former wife took off with their baby daughter, he spent twenty-five years looking for Mia, who
suddenly reappeared in his life as a grown woman with a new husband. He’s never been happier than since Mia
returned, but those twenty-five years of searching left him with a deep well of bitterness that a sweet woman like Izzie
doesn’t need in her life. Until Izzy is seriously injured in a car accident, and all bets are off. Bitterness aside, Cabot
can think of only getting to her as soon as he possibly can—and staying with her for as long as she’ll have him. Now
Izzy and Cabot are hunkered down in her cozy home in Vermont, and things are starting to get real. They’ll both have
to decide if their time together is a temporary interlude or the start of something lasting.
Wish You Were Here Jul 29 2022 #1 NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER • From the author of Small Great Things and
The Book of Two Ways comes “a powerfully evocative story of resilience and the triumph of the human spirit” (Taylor
Jenkins Reid, author of The Seven Husbands of Evelyn Hugo and Daisy Jones & The Six) Rights sold to Netflix for
adaptation as a feature film • Named one of the best books of the year by She Reads Diana O’Toole is perfectly on
track. She will be married by thirty, done having kids by thirty-five, and move out to the New York City suburbs, all
while climbing the professional ladder in the cutthroat art auction world. She’s an associate specialist at Sotheby’s
now, but her boss has hinted at a promotion if she can close a deal with a high-profile client. She’s not engaged just
yet, but she knows her boyfriend, Finn, a surgical resident, is about to propose on their romantic getaway to the
Galápagos—days before her thirtieth birthday. Right on time. But then a virus that felt worlds away has appeared in

the city, and on the eve of their departure, Finn breaks the news: It’s all hands on deck at the hospital. He has to stay
behind. You should still go, he assures her, since it would be a shame for all of their nonrefundable trip to go to
waste. And so, reluctantly, she goes. Almost immediately, Diana’s dream vacation goes awry. Her luggage is lost, the
Wi-Fi is nearly nonexistent, and the hotel they’d booked is shut down due to the pandemic. In fact, the whole island
is now under quarantine, and she is stranded until the borders reopen. Completely isolated, she must venture beyond
her comfort zone. Slowly, she carves out a connection with a local family when a teenager with a secret opens up to
Diana, despite her father’s suspicion of outsiders. In the Galápagos Islands, where Darwin’s theory of evolution by
natural selection was formed, Diana finds herself examining her relationships, her choices, and herself—and
wondering if when she goes home, she too will have evolved into someone completely different.
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